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The study of- modern language s has attracted c onsid-
erable attention by its rapid progress and development 
within the past few decades. As a result of this move-
ment, the study of French now occupies a prominent place 
in the curriculum of our secondary school system. It has 
become a very popular choice on the part of pupils, and 
has been given due recognition in the entrance re~uirements 
of the leading colleges. The growth in importance of the 
study of French was brought about, to a great extent, by 
the wave qf revolt against strictly classical education. 
This revolt wa s incited by Herbert Spencer. This attitude 
of intolerance and antagoni s m to the classics paved the way 
for the introduction of t he study of modern languages, yet 
strange as it may seem t hese studies have been confronted 
wi t h the same type of opposition which had been brought 
against the class ical studie s . 
~hose who argue against the study of French point out 
tha t the pupils spend many hours in its pursuit yet few 
' 
of the graduates of our schools ever derive any benefit 
from this subject. Any study which occupies so conspicu-
ous a position as does the s t udy of t he French language 
must be able to jus tify the great expenditure of time, ener-
by, and money which it involves. Our attempt to ju8tify 
•• 
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the position of this subject must deal with the situation 
frankly and honestly • .;'ffe must admit that nine ty-five per-
cent of the high school pupils who study French never use 
it after they finish their course · of study. The remaining 
five percent use it for various pu~poses. Some .acquire the 
ability to speak the language and use this to good advan-
tage when they travel abroad • . Some use the language as a 
tool for pursuing more advancea study which requires a sound 
t/ foundation in order to read and speak the language fluently. 
The French nation has contributed a great deal to humanity 
in History, Political Science, Economics, and Science. 
These contributions have created a deep influence on the 
other nations of the world. The founder s of the American 
Republic and the Authors of the Constitution of the United 
st~tes received many of their ideals and inspira tions from 
the French writers of that epoch. The French cry of 
"Liberty, Equality, and Fra ternityn was adopted by the Amer-
icans and formed the basis of their Constitution. 
{Only a few of the students ever derive a practical 
benefit from the study of French in the teaching profession 
or in commercial enterprises. We must recognize the .truth, 
therefor, of the fact that the vast majority of high school 
students never use the French language after their graduation • 
• 
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On the other hand, the study of French has a 
cultural value so important tha t no well-ordered course 
of study can fail to include it. Cultural traning is 
that enlargement of the mental outlook which comes 
from reading and reflection. ~he study of French opens 
the gates, through its literature, to a sympathetic and 
intelligent understanding· of the customs, i te ::J.ls, and 
~ . 
achievements of a great r a ce. The knowledge of t he cus-
toms and t he history of a nother nation helps us to un-
derstand its people and tends to draw us into closer har-
./ 
mony and fellowship with them. 
The history of French literature has produ ced 
several authors who r ank with the gre atest tha t the world 
has produced. No less -a critic than the cold, impartial, 
and logical Taine has asserted that Shakespeare and Bal-
• 
zac are the greatest storehouses of human documents that 
we have in the world. Ba lzac w~s indeed a literary gen-
ius in the creation of characters and was one of the 
worldls foremost novelists. Moli~re stands out as the 
greatest writer of comedy the world has produced. His 
famous character, Monsieur Jourda in, is a household word 
among the . people of France, and is well known to all stu-
• 
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dents of the French language. Corneille was the great 
tragic dramatist of the nineteenth century. Racine has 
been described as the most polished artisan of the tru-
ly beautiful and poetic verse on classical tragedy. 
Lamartine was the writer· of the most musical and gra ce-
ful verse ever produced by man. These and scores of 
other great French gen.iuses have left to the world con-
tributions which have served to educate, refine, and 
ennoble the lives of all who come into contact -with then. 
Surely there is need in our system of education 
of a study which will enable the students to become fam-
ilia r with the works of thes e great makers 9f European 
civili zation. We should indeed be optimists if we be-
lieved that a course of study in the high school could 
develop a true apprecia tion of this litera ture. For such 
a value hardly begins t o be realized while the student . 
i s learning the language. It comes only when one ha s 
made suff icient progress so that reading is unattended 
by the sense of -laborious eff ort or bondage to gramma r 
and dictionary. It is only the exceptional student who 
ever attains this point of progress. The high-school 
course of study oan, howe:v·er, lay the foundation and 
give the pupil an· insight to the wonderful values to 
be derived from a true knowledge of the foreig~ l anguage. 
l 
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This first insight, however slight it may be, never-
theless proves valuable and worth while to the student. 
Let us now turn to examine briefly the sit- . 
uation as it exists in the s e cond ~ry schools. The 
students are grouped in classes of about forty in 
number and these classes meet four or five times a 
week. Each teacher is assigned five classes so that 
the total number of his pupil s are, as a rule, com-
posed of all sorts of pupils with varying degrees of 
intelligence and ambition. These pupils have been 
taught in different schools and by dif.ferent teachers 
so that there is a wide variety in the foundations 
they have a lready acquired. These elements are of 
vital importance and mus t be dealt with carefully aad 
intelligently. In addition to these problems it must 
be observed that the teacher's program is interrupted 
by numerous routine tasks of a clerical nature and by 
several vacation periods which hinder the steady pro-
gre ss of instruction. 
J The teacher's method of approa~h must be at all 
times governed by an understanding of these diff iculties. 
It is evident that the tea cher has very little opportun-
ity to study two hundred pupils and understand their 
• 
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individual dif f erences. Yet he must adjust his me thod 
of tea ching to meet the needs of his pupils as sh own 
by their age, their mental cond. iton, and their abil i ty 
to progress. 
I n the teaching of any subject it is necessary 
tha t the tea cher fol l ow a carefully pl e-nned system of 
tea ching so that he knows just how his a ims and pur-
poses are to be achieved. Without this definite line 
of atta ck , instruction tends to become aimless, ba rren, 
fragmentary, and ·fruitless. It re ma ins for the tea cher 
to know the problems which confr ont him and to follow 
that method of tea ching which will best obtain the re-
sults under the conditions as they exist. Each class 
which a teacher has differs in some respects from all 
the others and must therefor be treated differently. 
Th ere are many well defined metho ds of te aching 
French now used by tea chers in our secondary schools. 
It is my purpose to review these methods in the light 
of pedagogy, not that I may arrive at new and s tartling 
discoveries, but tha t I may de duce a few genera l prin-
ciples which might well guide thos e whose privilege it 
, 
is to tea ch this most va luable and cultural subject in 
our secondary school system. The basts of the criticis ms 
of thes e methods must be of a psychological nature. This 
involves the problem of interest and attention, and the 
• 
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methods of appeal to the sensory-motor apparatus -- the 
ear, the eye, the hand, and the vocal organs. These 
are the functions by which impressions are made on the 
brain. 
How can we link together psychology and lan-
guage? The term language ha s been defined thus: . "It 
is a system of conventional signs (written) and art-
iculate sounds (oral} which are representative of thoughtn. 
This definition illustrates the fact that language and 
literature are two distinctly different features of the 
course of study, yet they are closely related. The lit-
erature of a nation serves as a record of past intell-
/1 ® 
ectual achievements. It is evident, then, that the study 
of literature centers around aesthetic culture and the 
formation of reading habits. which will result in the 
worthy use of leisure time. The study of language dev-
elops the ability to express one's own thought and to 
understand the thoughts of others as expressed in oral 
or written speech. Yet any statement which emphasizes 
the function of language as a medium for communication 
fails to recognize the fact that it is "a condition and 
tool for the thinking process itself"*J 
* Inglis - Principles of Secondary Education - page 424 
• 
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This makes apparent the connection between psychology 
s nd langus ge J for language is not only the eternal ex-
pression of our internal mentsl states but the very 
tool by which we think. 
In view of this close relationship, it is ev-
ident th~ t pedagogy demands a method of teaching which 
o~6 
preserves constant the r.elation. The method through 
which the pupil may best realize a knowledge of lin-
guistic phenomena, litera~y culture, and "a just acquaint-
ance with themselves and with their war ld that they may 
lead intelligent, honorable, and useful lives" is the 
method which te ~ chers should follow. It is fitting that, 
with this end in view, we tske a vantage point where we 
~ay pass judgment upon the compara tive merits of the 
various methods of te a ching French. That we may arrive 
a t an accurate and worth-while conclusion we must assume 
an attitude that is unprejudiced and neutral. 
The oldest and most commonly used method is the 
time-warn plan which . has been so persistently followed 
in teaching the classical language. This is known as the 
nGraminar :Methodn. By this method the pupil is subjected 
• 
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to a rote memorization of paradigms, rules, exceptions, 
and examples. A series of paradigms is presented to the 
pupil before he is introduced to sentences or to the 
study of a consecutive text. After mastering a number 
of forms, the student is introduced to the simple rules 
of syntax. Sentences are then used to illustrate the 
facts of syntax and are constructed out of the words 
the pupil already knows. The next step includes the 
trs.nsla tion of short and simple sentences from English 
to French. Finally the pupil reads some of the classics, 
yet very slowly, and with attention to the parsing of 
words for training in det 9. ils of grammatical structure. 
Under this method the spoken language and pronunciation 
are severely neglected, and the intellectual and inspiring 
qualities of the literature are overlooked. 
The proponents of this method, and there are 
many teachers who still adhere to it, assert that it has 
two undeniable advantages; that it trains the memory, 
and that it develops the mind through close reading and 
application. They imply that the training in memory a:c.,. 
quired by the study of this subject strengthens the mind 
for use in all subjects. This contention has been doubted 
• 
• 
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by psychologists beginning with Henry J.ames, who pointed 
out that the training of the memory in one fieln may be 
of value in similar fields, yet it cannot aid the memory 
in other fields of experience. This training in memory 
. 
of course is helpful in the further study of French or 
similar subjects, but it cannot be said to have a general 
value in the development of the memory as a faculty . of tbe 
brain. 
The development of the memory is not a sign of 
intelligence, for it may be rote memory an.d have but 
little significance. The intelligent man must, however, 
develop his memory, for the rentention of necessa~y de-
tails. The essential diff erence between these two points 
of view is frequently overlooked by advocates of the 
"Grammar ?:!ethod". 
~The other argument used in favor of this method 
is that it develops the mind through reading, thinking, 
and re Bsoning. This claims for the method a training in 
"mental discipline" or "formal discipline " . The doctrine 
of formal discipline is that the mind gains strength 
through . use and that this strength is generally available 
in whatever the mind undertakes to do. Thorndike, in 
"Principles of Tea ching" describes it in this way: "The 
• 
• 
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problem of how far the particular responses made day 
by day by pupils improve their mental powers in gener-
al is called the problems of the disciplinary value or 
disciplinary effect of studies, or more briefly, the 
problem of for mal disciplinen./ 
There is no question about the fact that there 
i s some disciplinary value in the study o·f French. The 
only question involved is a matter of the degree to which 
the disciplin~ or "transfer" is felt. T~e case against 
the advocates of this doctrine has been grossly exagger-
. 
a ted. The opponents of the doctrine assume that its 
advoca te s claim that improvement made in reasoning in 
a question o·f syntax would spread equally, or almost 
equally, to all varieties of learning. None of the ad-
vocates of the doctrine have ever made such sweeping 
as s ertions as their opponents claim. 
The "Grammar Method" does develop "for mal dis-
cipline" to a limited degree but not to the extent that 
the advocates of t be method would have us believe. Their 
· false reasoning is based on implications of a "faculty" 
psychology, which has been discarded by modern psycholo-
gists. 
• 
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~here is another. value which the advocates of 
the "Grarmnar Method" claiVl· They say that the analy-
tical study of grammar is important ~ tha t it trains 
the individual t.o appreciate and understand the rules 
and principles of his native tongue. Their claim is 
justifiable to some extent. The tendency of modern 
educators is to neglect the teaching of formal English 
grammar so that students in the Ame.rican secondary 
schools know little about syntax and formal grammar. 
An individual cannot study his own language analytical~ 
for he uses it constantly and its struc t ural peculia r-
ities seem so na tural that they seldom arouse any ques-
tion. When he studies a foreign ·language he develops 
a new point of view towards the study of rules and prin-
ciples of l anguage. This new point of view enables him 
to transfer the knowledge acquired in one language to his 
native tongue. In this way a foreign language becomes a 
good instrument with which to teach English grammar. The 
i11portance of this is doubly significant in view of the 
fact that English grammar isnot taught formally in the 
grades. 
• 
• 
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On the other hand it i s claimed that tbis pro-
cedure is a waste of time for if the pupil were to s pend 
all this time wholly on English his knowledge of English 
Gr~mmar would be far greater than when it is learned 
indirectly through a foreign language. This contention 
cannot be denied, yet there is some justification for a 
method which has a s one of its purposes a better knowledge 
of the fundamentals o f Engli sh grammar. 
A s till further argument against the "Grarmnar 
Method" is tha t it does not broaden the mind through 
contact with life nor does it provide for artistic cul-
tivation which is available through the study of the 
classics. Those who make this objection seek too much 
fro m a course of study in the s econdary schools. They 
preach an ideal which is beyond all reason. 
The "Grarmnar Method" aga in fails to a rouse the 
interest and attention of the pupils. A dull study and 
analysis of grammatical rules of syntax cannot be expected 
to appeal to the interests of the average high school 
student. Modern educators lay gre at stress on the ele-
ment of interest, for the best results in any endeavor 
are dependent on the interest and enthusiam aroused. We 
all do bet t er work in those fields in which we enjoy the 
• 
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wor~ for we apply ourselves better and take more real 
pleasure because we can accomplish better results. 
The element of interest is the best guide to 
the measurement of transfer of ability from one fieli to 
another. Those subjects in which a pupil is interested 
are learned better and have a more valuable effect on 
the general mental training and have a greater "trans-
fern value. 
In view of these considerations, it is strange 
that so many secondary teachers adhere to the "Grammar ' 
Methodn. This method has been flagrantly attacked by 
educators and is being discontinued by all progressive 
teache~s. The time-worn arguments used in favor of this 
method have been proven unsound in the light of psycho-
logical and educational principles. 
In direct contrast to the "Grammar Method" is 
·the so-called "Natural Method'' • . In theory, this consists 
of a series ot talks on the part of the teacher inter-
spersed with occasional exchanges of questions and answers 
between teacher and pupil, all in the foreign language. 
These talks are arranged in the order of increasing diff-
iculty~ They make use of pantomine throughout. The, 
• 
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include frequent repetitions of various combinations of 
sound with the aim of acquiring perfect pronunciation. 
Each assignment builds on material which has been pre-
viously mastered. Expression in the mother tongue is 
entirely prohibited. The pupil is not permitted to see 
the foreign language in printed texts until he has ob-
tained some proficiency in the. spoken language. The 
study of formal grammar is reserved for a still later 
period when the pupil has acquired skill and fluency 
in speaking. Composition consists of a reproduction of 
only those expressions which have been acquired through 
the oral exercises. 
The advocates ' of this method argue that the student 
can best learn the foreign language in the manner in , 
which a child learns his mother tongue, hence the method 
is called the nNatural Method". The child learns his 
mother tongue because he hears it used continually about 
him. He requires eight or ten years of incessant practise 
to gain a command of his native language. By the appli-
cation of certain sounds to particular things, the child 
learns the names of persons and objects. The "natural" 
method, if strictly followed, would require than all instruc-
tion should be orsl, by ohjects and by forms presented to 
• the eye./ I 
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This method ignores the vast difference between 
the mind of an infant and that of a youth who attends 
a secondary school. The control of the vocal cords . 
and other organa of articulation may be learned by 
finding out in details the positions to be held when 
one makes a particular sound. The child knows nothing 
of this process of speech, but learns by a variety of 
experiments and imitations of sounds produced by adul!ts. 
He ultimately learns to make thes e sounds by a process 
of trial and error which continues until he has acquired 
sounds similar to those he has heard used by adults. 
The adult is fully equipped with mature w~bits of pro-
ducing sounds. The more mature b learner, the worse he 
is as an imitator. This well-known axiom asserts that 
young children delight in imitating and following the 
example of adults, and that they are ver.y successful in 
their imitations. But a mature person cannot imitate 
with the same degree of success • . He has a fully devel-
oped system of habits of speech which he finds it diff-
icult to change. The adult also cannot keep his attention 
definitely fixed on the example given by his instructor. 
I 
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He has one further difficulty in that he i s not docile 
enough in his process of trial and error to assure any 
marked modification of his own method of producing sou.nds. 
!his method lays emphasis on the fact that only the 
foreign language may be used by teacher and pupil. Such 
a mastery of the language assumes that a pupil has reached 
the stage where it is no longer necessary for him to trans-
l a te ea ch word into his own vernacular. Such a stage of 
development is rarely attained in the secondary schools. 
The "natur.::ll" method undoubtedly arouses the interest 
and attention of the student because of the actual spoken 
use of the foreign l anguage. The novelty of this procedure 
appeals to youths of the secondary schools who become very 
much interested in being able to speak a foreign language 
and also to understand it when spoken by others. The ability 
to converse with another pupil about matters of every-day 
importance is more attractive to the pupil than a method 
which is chiefly· conce~ed with the learning of rules and 
principles of grammar. 
The "natural" method seeks to place the pupil in such 
an environment that he will learn t o react to the F~ench 
language just as a young French boy would react in his own 
• 
• 
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school. The attainment of this aim is impossible ~a­
cause the student is subjected to this procedure far 
but one hour in edch day. The habits acquired during 
all the other hours of the day, whether in other classes 
or at home, far outweigh the habi t s sought in the French 
class. This makes it impossible for the English-speaking 
student to place himself in the same attitude which the 
youth adopts in the learning of his mother tongue by the 
na tural method. 
This method has the further defect that it appeals 
~ · to the memory exclusively, and unless supplemented by other 
methods, leaves the student with but a ba re knowledge r£ 
the series. of idioms which he has acquired. In its en-
deavor to a chieve a practical value by ~~aching the pupil 
to speak correctly it neglects the .cultural values :_ to be 
derived by reading the literature. It also neglects the 
fact that a systematic _ study of grammar is necessary in 
order to become rea Lly familiar with the language. 
The "natural" method has had but little place in our 
educational system. It has sought to attain a high degree 
of fluency in speaking the foreign language which is attained 
· by but few students. Since few of our students ever have 
occasion to use the spoken language, it is apparent that a 
• 
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method which has for its sole aim the ability to speak 
fluently eannot justify its use in our secondary school 
system. ~he attempt to introduce this method has, however, 
tended to swerve educa tors away from the formal grammar 
method. We now have, as a re~ult of this change, a method 
that embrace s some of the features of both these systems. 
This is known as the "Direct Methcd n. 
The theory of this method is that the student should· 
learn the direct association between symbols and the for-
eign word used to designate them. The teacher uses objects, 
blackboard sketches, actions, and other devices to show 
the direct connections. This must be accomplished with-
out the use of the mother tongue. This method is less 
severe than the "natural" method in that the mother tongue 
is not ~ntirely prohibited in the classroom. The "direct" 
method requires considerable oral work on the part of both 
teacher and pupil. 
The ~ethod as it is used in the United States is a 
compromise between the old indirect method ~nd the pure 
dire.ct method. It makes use of indirect procedure in many 
ways; for example, it tea ches formal grammar in the mother 
tongue and uses translation from, and in some cases into, 
the foreign language. There are rare cases where the pure 
• 
• 
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• 
direct method is used. For that reason it is difficult 
for us to define this method so as to include all the 
variations of it. Professor Handschin uses this test 
as a criterion: "Can the class understand the foreign 
language when spoken, and can they speak it sufficiently 
so that the recitation on all but the lesson in formal 
u grammar can be condected. entirely in the foreign lang-
J 
uage?" If the class can satisfy this req_uirement it 
may be safely said that it is employing the direct method. 
The Modern Language Association sent out a question-
naire to one hundred and forty teachers in schools and col-
leges in order to determine the features of this method 
as agreed on by general practise. / The results show that 
the following six points are necessary elements of the 
direct method: 
1. Good pronunciation. 
2. 3xtensiva oral work before the written texts 
are presented to the eye. 
3. Inductive teaching of grammar. 
4• Insistance on real reading, not mere eye reading. 
5. Translation reduced. to a minimum. 
6. The frequent use of 11 free composition" • 
• 
• 
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The psychological re~son for the direct method 
is as follows: There is a set of habits peculiar to 
. 
each langu~ge which together make up the genius of 
the language. These habits include those of thought, 
of intonation, of position, of words, etc. To form 
these habits under conditions where the two languages 
are used alternately is impossible. There must be for 
a time a complete break with the old habit and a 
definite substitution of the new for it. This is the 
reason for immersing the learner completely in foreign 
sounds, constructions, words, etc., especially in the 
initial stages of his study, or until the new habits 
have had time t~ form. These new linguistic .habits 
impart a "feeiing for the language" which aids the 
pupil to understand ~nd appr eciate better what he is 
learning. 
The best example of the "direct" method that ·r 
have seen is that used in the Junior High Schools of 
Boston. Pupils begin the study of French in the sev-
enth grade~ and the work proceeds for a time under the 
pure direct method. There is no text-book used, no 
grammatical rules or conjugations are learned, and the r e 
• 
• 
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• 
is no translation. The t eacher speaks French to the 
class and they i mitate her example as well as possible • 
They acquire a vocabulary which includes the foreign 
words for all the articles in the classroom. They 
learn to greet each other in French. The finest ex-
ample of their use of the foreign tongue is when they 
descrtbe their every-day actions. For example, when 
a pupil is told to open a window, he describes each 
of his actions as he follows his instructions. He 
describes what he does in this way: "Je me l 'eve, ' je 
\ "' ~ ' vais a la fenetre, j 1 ouvre la fenetre, je vais a rna 
place, je m assieds~ The pupil knows a ll these ex-
pressions as a result of hearing the te acher repeat 
them frequently. At the same time, he knows nothing 
of such matters as verb forms, agreement of the adjec-
tive wi th its noun, etc. · The first year' s work is 
taught under the pure direct method and produces a 
"feeling for the language n. The wo1'k of the second 
ye ar begins with the ft1ndamen t als of grammar. The 
language of the classroom is almost always French, 
exc•pt when a new principle is being explained. Af-
ter the first year, therefor, the Junior High School 
system uses a method not purely direct. 
• 
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This methO'd has produced. exce.llent results. The 
interest of the ·pupil is aroused early and is maintained 
throughout. The pronuncia tion is very good, for it 
receive;s all the attention in the early stages of the 
course. No written work is seen until the pupil has 
acquired a good foundation in 1)ronuncia ti on, The "feeling" 
for French and the interest of the pupil have been 
aroused before the difficult principles of grammar are 
introduced. 
One of the defects of thi s method is that the 
teacher may t ake for granted the fact that the pupils 
understand the instruction given in French, whereas the 
child may not understand but goes on repeating parrot-
like what he has learned. This was brought home to oe 
in a striking manner when I was teaching an eighth-
grade cla FJ S. A pupil was conjugating the pr es ent tense 
of the verb "aller" and was using a 8hort sentens e 
throughout the conjugation: "je va is chez moi, tu vas 
chez toi, etc.". When he became confused in the middle 
of his recita tion, I tried to help him out by asking 
him to give the English of what he wished to say. He 
surprised me by admitting that he had repeated these 
expressions numerous ti r!ieS without knowing what he wa s 
saying. The teacher mus t guard against this danger by 
• 
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making sure that his instructions are alweys understood. 
This may best be accomplished by encouraging pupils to 
• 
ask the teacher to repeat or to give the instructions 
more slowly. If the PUilil is made to understand that 
asking questions is a sign of ' intelligence ratha- than 
of i~norance, this danger will be eliminated 
Another me thod t ermed the npsyehological M:ethod "vas 
invented by Gouin and introduced into BostOn by Betis. 
It is base d on the principle of the a 2sociations of 
ideas and the phenomenon of mental vi sualization. 
Words are learned in close associa tion with the objects 
they describe, thus giving emphas is to the sensory 
experi ences as giving words their value and meaning. 
The s ec ond feature of this method is that words are 
le a rned as parts of short sentences. ~hese s entences 
are very simple at the outset and gradually increas e 
in compl exity until the student can re .J.d any text in 
the for ei gn language. 
Stress i s laid on the fonnation of mental pictures 
of t r.e thing or act re pre s ented. Real objects and 
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dr~wings are used wherever possible. English is used 
freely, es pecially in the elementary stages of instruc-
tions. Tbe teaching of grammar is begun early but the 
reading of literature is postponed until a considerable 
vocabulary has been a cquired. 
The emphasis on images is based on the assertion 
that, if a ment~ l picture of the object i s formed at 
the same time that the vvord is s poken, these two will 
remain associa ted together ·in the brain and thew ord 
will be remembered longer. An example of this process 
is as follows: The teacher puts an apple in front of tbe 
class and says "apple". Th·~ pupil closes his eyes and 
crea tes a mental image of the apple and at the same time 
repe~ts the word "apple". These two are then clos ely 
a i'~ sociated so that one ·will always recall the other. 
This is a rather f ar-fe t ched method of learning 
vocsbulary. The images which are formed 'in the brain 
are usually vague and very general. This is seen when 
we attempt to picture an "animal". Various types of 
animals a~pear in the mind. If these images are vague 
I 
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in mature minds; how much more so are they in the 
minds of children? When this method lays stress on 
the sensory impressions it negl ects the most essential 
factor in the situation. The reaction of the mind is 
essential since it determines the interpreta tion which 
the individual is to form. This is more important than 
the fact .that an image is formed or that a sensation 
has been experienced. Judd emphasizes this point as 
follows: "A bo jy of impressions which has been analyzed 
through the use of discriminating words is a much more 
high l y refined experience than any which has pres en ted 
itself to the mind before verbal reactions were developed" 
Words constitute the chief instrument of thought 
and reaction upon all things. A man re acts with words 
to most of the situations of life. Even when thinking 
to himself he us es words. There are many words which 
have no sensory interpretations. These include pre po-
sitions, connectives, and all sorts of abstract words. 
These words cannot be taught by the psychological method. 
~he other fea ture of the psychological method is 
that words are ac quired a s parts of sentence wholes. 
This is a sound educational doctrine. The unit of 
language cons~iousness is the sentence rather than 
isolated words. A sentence conveys a fully rounded . 
• 
• 
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series of experiences. The method which stresses the sen-
tence rather than the isolated word contributes to the 
natural growth in learning a language. An isolated word 
may mean little or nothing but when learned as a part of a 
sentence whole it has a clear and definite significance. 
The chi~f strength of this method lies in its recog-
nition of the importance of the senses in learning a lan-
guage. The auditory, visual, motor writing, and motor 
speech senses are stressed. This means that the ear, the 
eye, the hand, and the voice are the four centers by 
means of which •the brain acquires its impressions. 
Another method that has achieved great prominence 
of late is the system known as the "Phonetic Method." 
'rhis method resembles the "naturaln method in that the 
foreign tongue is used as a basis and as a medium of 
communication. The method is therefore another oral 
method. The ear and the vocal organs are trained 
scientifically by thorough drill in the different com-
binations of sound of the foreign tongue. Printed texts 
are used but only in "phonetic" script. The ordinary 
spelling of words is carefully kept from the students 
during the elementary period. Objects, pictures, maps , 
and the like are employed just as in the natural, direct 
• 
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and psychological method. Grammar comes at a very late 
stage. T~anslation comes last of all. Pronunciation 
is the basis of this system. 
This method succeeds in arousing the interest of 
the student, for the study of the language is based 
on the sound of words and not on spelling. The novelty 
of this feature appeals· to the student. It recognizes 
the importance of the eye and the ear and gives a good 
picture of foreign life by its use of pictures and 
illustrative materials. 
The "phonetic" method . overlooks the importance of 
cultural training because it allows very little oppor-
tunity for re~ding the literature. Intellectual 
broadening is thus sacrificed for the acqui s ition of a 
practical mastery of the spoken tongue. Pronunciation, 
although an essential factor in the learning of a foreign , 
language, is n6t worthy of the time and effort expended 
on it by followers of this method. I have seen, how-
ever, the use of nphonetics" introduced successfully 
into the high school course of study by a Boston teacher . 
The result of his work ·was a much better pronunciation 
by all the class. At the same time the other necessary 
features of the course, grammar and literature, were not 
neglected. 
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Finally let us consider the "Reading Method." 
This method offers' an abundance of literature and 
frequent practice in sight .translation. The purpose 
of this method is that it leads ultimately to an 
ability to read the foreign language quite as readily 
a s the mother tongue. Grammar and composition are 
used only as an aid tc reading and play a minor part. 
Pronunciation and oral exercises are almost wholly 
neglected. The reading method provides only a "reading" 
knowledge of French literature, yet this is not 
supported by a complete appreciation which only an 
intelligent and comprehensive command of the language 
can give. It also develops self-cultivation in 
English by giving the student an enlarged vocabulary. 
The student acquires skill in employing words with a 
delicacy of taste and precision so as to differentiate 
nicely in thought and in expression. 
The "reading" method is one-sided in that it 
deals only with the acquisition of the ability to read 
the language. It does not develop the habits of atten-
tion and application when it fails to provide grammati-
cal and composition work. 
• 
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The review of these various methods has brought 
out firie qualities and glaring defects for which we 
must be always on our guard. In an endeavor to de -
termine the most satisfactory ~ethod of teaching the 
subject of French, it is advisable to choose from 
those methods which contain the pest qualities. We 
can eliminate the undesirable fe a tures of these methods 
and substitute for them what we should like to have 
in an ideal system of education. 
The most important element in our ideal method, 
from a psychological point of view, is that it must 
allow for training through the eye and the ear. It 
will be remembered that impressions formed on the 
brain through the use of the eye and the ear are 
las ting and form an important part of the learning 
process. The na tural, direct , psychological, and 
phonetic methods contain this desirable element. 
The teaching of grammar and the translation from 
the French to the English may well go hand in hand. 
They develop habits of concentration and enable the 
student to discriminate between various shades of 
meaning. The resultant ability tc co mmand one's 
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native tongue which comes through the me dium of trans-
lation from a goreign language is remarkable. It has 
been wisely said that "a man's power in the use of 
language is the best measure of his mental development." 
He who uses clear, exact, and forceful language is one 
whose thinking processes are clear, exact, and direct. 
In our secondary schools the use of the mother 
tongue and the French together is to be recommended. 
The pupil must be taught to apply his knowledge and 
must be given every possible opportunity to apply what 
he has learned. This is obtained by the frequent use 
of oral exercises which develop the ability to concen-
trate and ~hich at the same time appeals to the interest 
of tpe learner. 
J ~he "psychological" method offers one element which 
is especially attractive, that is, the development of 
the imagination. This is one thing which Americans lack 
and which we should earnestly strive to cultivate. The 
training of the imagination should be encouraged ·in our 
s econdary schools, and the French language offers a 
medium through which this aim may be accomplished. This 
will be the one great bridge whereby the gap between 
•• 
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the real and the u~real, the concrete and the abstract 
may be crossed. Ability to read great masterpieces 
will aid the student to form and realize ideals and 
character. Our ordinary secondary education is too 
much a matter of weighing down the student with facts . 
There is too much telling and explaining. How much 
better off would he be if he had the stimulus to 
wrestle with his individua problems and to let his 
imagination play its part. 
In a discussion on the problems of secondary 
school education it is fitting that a consideration be 
made -of the part played by each element in the study 
of the language. This will include vocabulary, gram~ 
matical principles, and pronunciation. In choosing a 
vocabulary for a class of high school pupils the 
teacher should not be concerned with the number of 
words to be taught, but rather with the kind of words 
that are to be acquired. Vocabulary study should not 
be made a hard task of learning a large numb er of words 
disconnectedly. This would result in a mere smattering 
of words. What the teacher should aim at is a vocabulary 
consisting of words that will prove of a practical and 
• 
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useful nature. The first words to be lea ned should 
be the words describing classroom article , everyday 
greetings and salutations, and anything w ich might 
be used in an ordinary street conversatio This 
type of vocabulary will prove to be interi.sting and 
will be retained long after a series of dlsconnected 
words has been forgotten. It whould conslst, not of a 
dry collection ot isolated words, but of tiving words 
of a living tongue as they are spoken by living 
people of another nation. These words rna be learned 
by speaking, writing, and thinking in ter s of ordinary 
types of speech. Students will gain from this a compre-
hension of the spirit iriherent in words ~d in modes of 
expression, wider sympathies and a broade~ vision of 
humanity. Language study will then be more than a 
smattering of words. It will be a libera education 
in the truest sense of the word. 
The study of grammatical principles s one of the 
most difficult phases of the it is the 
least interesting feature of the study. I,t 
has always been the center about which al the diffi-
• 
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culties of the stu~y have evolved. The n cessity of 
I 
studying rules rigidly and of learning thlm by memory 
has proven a stumbling block for many stu ents. When-
ever rules must be learned, the teacher m st proceed 
carefully and slowly lest t he pupil forge one thing 
when he finds another rule thrust upon hi ,. . A corrnon 
fault with teachers is that they forget t at their 
. . I 
pupils are young people, whose minds are lot very 
mature. These youths need a great deal o~ time to 
grasp the various principles which a knowl ledge of 
the language necessitates. 
In conjunction with this let us consider the 
"inductive" method of teaching a grammatical rule or 
principle. Inductive teaching means the J resentation 
of various examples of sentences or forms to the class 
and allowing them to di-scover the rule fro n observation 
and comparison. I was very much interests~ in two 
types of inductive lessons which I worked lrut while 
under the supervision of the Boston School Committee. 
The two lessons were based on the use of the inverted 
order in the French question when the subj r ct is a 
noun, and the agreement of the possessive djective with 
the noun it modifies. I always knew these matters to 
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be · difficult for the high school boy and Fpent more time 
than usual with them. I presented severa~ sentences and I . . 
the class observed them and then formed the rule govern 
ing the different cases. The results wer \ entirely -
sa~1sfactory and justified my spending BO much "time on 
them. This same idea may be used to adva tage in the 
formation of verb forms. The process mus be slow and 
carefully guided. 
Verb forms have been a constant e of worry 
to students, but this matter is rapidly b ing improved. 
Educators have taken a step in the ~ight irection 
when they protested against the large nurn ·er of verbs 
which s tudents formerly learned. It is n , longer 
required that a student learn all verbs. 
It is suff icient that he learn a smaller of 
really important verbs and that he learn ·hese well. 
This is better than having him 
way, a long list of verbs most 
haphazard 
will never 
use. The same is true of the subjunctive mode which . 
has always been a difficulty to overcome. Students 
have spent a great deal of time fretting 
mode and memorizing the various forms. 
people are now, as is true with our Engli less 
• 
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and less of the subjunctive mode. With tlb.is in mind, 
. I . 
our leading educators do not require stud j nts to know 
the subjunatives in their entirety. In mmst cases it 
suff ices if a student ~ows them well enoJ gh to recog-
nize them when he sees them. 
Pronunciation is rapidly receiving b tter attention 
' in our secondary schools, and justly so. It is indeed 
worth while to spend a little extra time n securing 
good pronunciation, without which a knowl dge of the 
language suffers a great deal. The begin er learns by 
ear--no arriount of reading rules iation will 
suff ice--s o that the teacher mu s t be a go of 
the language. The first requirement of a good pro-
nunciation is a thorough knowledge of the rules of 
syllabification. This is rather simple b t it has 
often been s orely neglected in the past. mivision of 
words into syllables is important in order that the 
pupil may be able to know whether or not a particular 
vowel is nasal. Without the ability to visualize how 
a word should be divided into syllables an individual 
cannot properly pronounce the word. The n xt important 
• 
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step in securing good pronunciation is co stant drill 
in vowel sounds. This is especially impol tant in the 
early stages of instruction when the pupi t is coming 
into contact with s ounds that are very di f ferent from 
the sounds of his mother tongue. A knowlJ dge of these 
sounds can never be obtained from a text-~ ook. It 
must come from an imitation of what is heard from the 
tea chers . A s tudy of phonetics, when madJ simple, 
has been known to help to an amazing degr e the ability 
to pronounce well. This is true even in class of 
beginners • .I t is essential that the teac . er proceed 
slowly and cautiousl y in developing pronu, ciation. If 
pupils read rapidly their pronunciation c, rtainly will 
suffer. :Hore advanced students will na tuj ally speak 
more fluently, but gre a t care must be taken le s t they 
neglect the elementary rule s of pronunciation. 
Advanced students mus t always be cautioned against 
careless habit s of speech. 
Behind the problem of method is the teacher who 
plays an i mportant part in the system. It is essential 
t hat he have a thorough knowledge of his sr bject-matter 
and he must be able to speak the l anguage luently . 
• 
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Beyond this he requires a great deal of kfowledge of 
group psychology and ability to deal witb lindividuals. 
Be mus t possess personali.ty, patience. en, urance, 
culture, and high ideals. The teacher wb ~ wishes to 
produce the best results obtainable is confronted 
with :problem·s v:hich must be met • ..J The fol 1\ owing general 
pr Lnciples, if followed closely, will aid the teacher 
to adapt the subject to the n eeds of his upils and 
will produce encouraging results: 
1) The teacher must consider the age of his 
pupils and the individual diff erences w·thln 
tbe class. 
2) The teaching of any subject must 
strued in terms of the aims involved. 
few students of French ever derive any 
benefit from their study, the aim must 
impart general cultural training. 
3) The teacher must never rest conte 
the methods that have always been emplo 
danger resulting fro m 
J ince 
Jractical 
e to 
The 
fall 
into a rut and allow his intellect and desire for 
improvement to become dulled. J 
' 
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Summary. 
In the teaching of French in the secondary school 
system various methods are now used. The r e in~lude the 
grammar, natural , direct, psychological, lhonetic, and 
reading methods. The advoca tes of ea ch of these methods 
point out certain features of their metho · which justify 
their choice. Yet there is no single bes method of 
teaching a foreign language; Progress in education will 
result not from insisting of any particular method, but 
rather from making .teachers familiar with the advantages 
of each of the various methods. The methrd to be em-
ployed must vary with the aims in view an with the 
maturity of the students. The teacher mut t then deter-
mine how much he can do well in a given t me with a 
particular class. Having arrived at his ecision, the 
teacher should seek to attain the desired results by 
whatever method or combination of methods appears mos t · 
likely to secure the desired ends • 
.. 
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